
Killer Drawing

!is project, titled Elsewhere, is designed for the 
elderly.

!erefore, research was done into the psychology 
of this demographic. Studies have shown that 
this demographic requires a greater human 
interaction as they age into their years. !ey 
tend to reminisce their “old times” – consistently 
telling “their stories” and their “back in my days”.

Elsewhere’s conceptual drivers are derived 
from children’s books. It allows them to retreat 
back into “their days” and somewhat reminisce 
their childhood; reinvigorating their sense of 
adventure. Two books have been selected to be 
used as conceptual drivers – “!e Extraordinary 
Adventures of Ordinary Basil” by Wiley Miller 
and “!e Little Prince” by Antoine de Saint-
Exupery. 

!e Little Prince is a book that criticises the 
harsh realities of adulthood and growing up, as 
one forgets how to “become a child” and loses 
their sense of imagination and memory. It also 
reminds people to “never forget to look up at 
the stars” which, in this time and age, is an 
important lesson to be learned as we are faced 
with adversities that only emphasise the fragility 
of human relationships and time. Moreover, in 
this epidemical and controversial era, the need 
for societal unity has never been more desperate. 

!e Extraordinary Adventures of Ordinary Basil 
fantasises lost civilisations such as Atlantis into 
a futuristic masterplans. In this case, a series of 
towers connected by glass tubes for accessibility. 
!e concept derived from this is the idea that 
people can be connected through physical 
means, literally “building bridges” to create a 
sense of human connection. Even if the bridges 
are not used, visual means can also be used. 
Hence the curtain walling and having social areas 
face each other. 

ElsewherE

MasterplanNing



M Y  O W N  L I N E  O F  S I G H T
Ustilising the linear nature of human eyesight to focus attention into void spaces that evoke emotional 
qualities. Based on Antoine de Saint-Exupery’s quote in !e Little Prince “It is only with the heart that 
one can see rightly, what is essential is invisible to the naked eye”

A  S P A C E  F O R  T H E  C O M M U N I T Y 
To provide spaces to play for the community regardless of the demographics. Create a permeability 
between the segments of people and spaces, where people can just naturally “come out and play”.

F O R  T H E  P E O P L E ,  O F  T H E  P E O P L E ,  B Y  T H E 
P E O P L E
A social space that promotes integration of the di"erent demographics and segregations of the 
community. To enhance the social quality of Bootle’s people by having the people take their own intiative 
to do so, unknowingly.

F R I E N D S ,  R O M A N S ,  C O U N T R Y M E N
A welcoming space that welcomes all and dissolves all forms of social hierarchy and superiority. 
Everything should be at a human and humane scale. Every space should feel of equal importance.

P E A C E  O F  M I N D ,  S O U N D  M I N D
Creating spaces that have a sense of security and safety in order to promote social activities and play; also 
to contradict the stereotype of Bootle being a dangerous and unsafe place. 

P U T  S O M E  S O U L  I N T O  I T
To promote a  place for creativity to thrive. To add some coloour, #avour and life into the site.

“ R A C E  Y O U  T O  T H E  N E X T  T R E E ”
To utilise the psychology of landscaping to promote a more humane scale of play and prevent a more 
dominating and sterile architecture. 

 A sense of nostalgia, the longing of a 
memory. It is a certain place in this time and space, 
in this universe, or maybe the other. 

 How quaint, how faint, the memory of 
home; like books on a shelf, where we pick up  once 
in a while, and reminisce the old days. The pages 
would be dog-eared and worn, the edges browned, 
sheets stained with the reader’s hands’ sweat. Its 
corners creased from playing the pages for too long 
as one savours a line or two. 

 Pages half falling off the spine, barely 
holding it together. The paperback cover creased 
and crevised. Ink peeling off the paper, veining the 
title page.

 You read the same lines over and over 
again, almost memorising the familiar words, half 
predicting the words on the next line. The familiar 
vocabulary and grammar comforts you on a 
spiritually nostalgic level. Even the placement of 
words becomes all too familiar. Your eyes always 
dart to your favourite lines, like second nature.

 You close the book and put it back on the 
shelf. Even as you walk away, that faint feeling 
at the back of your heart never fades. Loitering 
around in some corner of your heart chambers, 
once in a while pulling on your heartstrings.

 It is a cathartic feeling, thought to be 
forgotten, but undoubtedly missed. It’s browned 
and burnt at its edges. It’s the way you reflexively 
order the same drink at the same bar. It’s a familiar 
street you used to walk past. 

 That is the nostalgia of home. 

*Background is an excerpt from Antoine de Saint-Exupery’s 
“The Little Prince”. MANIFESTOCONCEPTUAL



overalL plan

TYPICAL FLOoR PLAN
1 Bedroom Apartment
2 Bedroom Apartment
Shared Kitchen & Social Space

Windows can be opened to control 
temperatures and windflow
Scale 1:50

All blocks share a central circulation system which also serves as 
a social space. This is to encourage a coincidental meetings with 
your neighbours and fellow block mates

Blocks are linked by bridges on the 
rooftop which double as rooftop 
gardens. This also serves as supervision 
areas for the central area - creating a 
defensible space for the park, a space 
safe for the community to play.
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isometric render

perspective section



SCALE BAR 1:20
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Technical Section
Ground FloOr Build

Gravel 20! mM
RigId Foam 20! mM
SeparAting Layer 2mM
Lean ConcretE 50mM
Reinforced ConcretE 30!mM
Bituminous Water Protection 10mM
Insulation 10!mM
SeparAting Layer 2mM
FloOr FinIsh (WoOd Laminate) 30mM

ceiling to floOr Build
acoustic birch sofFit 2"0 mM
holLwed core concretE slab 250 mM
dpm (at window junciton) 2mM
osb WoOden boarding 30mM
floOr finIsh (WoOd laminate) 30mM

roOf Build
acoustic birch sofFit 2"0 mM
holLwed core concretE slab 250 mM
osb woOden boarding 30mM
dpm 2mM
lean concretE 50mM
stone pavemEnt 10!mM



ElsewherE

“On, !her" are so many lives. H#w $e wish we c#uld live !hem c#ncur-
ren%ly ins!ead #f #ne by #ne by #ne. We c#uld sel"c! !he bes! piec"s #f 
each, s!ringing !hem !oge%her like a s!rand #f pearls. Bu! !ha%& no! 

h#w i! w#rks. A human life is a beau!iful mes'.”

- Gabriel(e Zevin “Elsewher"”-



*Background is an excerpt from Antoine de Saint-Exupery’s “The Little Prince”.

C O N C E P T U A L  M A N I F E S T O



M Y  O W N  L I N E  O F  S I G H T
Ustilising the linear nature of human eyesight to focus attention into void spaces that evoke emotional 
qualities. Based on Antoine de Saint-Exupery’s quote in The Little Prince “It is only with the heart that one 
can see rightly, what is essential is invisible to the naked eye”

A  S P A C E  F O R  T H E  C O M M U N I T Y 
To provide spaces to play for the community regardless of the demographics. Create a permeability 
between the segments of people and spaces, where people can just naturally “come out and play”.

F O R  T H E  P E O P L E ,  O F  T H E  P E O P L E ,  B Y  T H E  P E O P L E
A social space that promotes integration of the di!erent demographics and segregations of the community. 
To enhance the social quality of Bootle’s people by having the people take their own intiative to do so, 
unknowingly.

F R I E N D S ,  R O M A N S ,  C O U N T R Y M E N
A welcoming space that welcomes all and dissolves all forms of social hierarchy and superiority. Everything 
should be at a human and humane scale. Every space should feel of equal importance.

P E A C E  O F  M I N D ,  S O U N D  M I N D
Creating spaces that have a sense of security and safety in order to promote social activities and play; also 
to contradict the stereotype of Bootle being a dangerous and unsafe place. 

P U T  S O M E  S O U L  I N T O  I T
To promote a  place for creativity to thrive. To add some coloour, "avour and life into the site.

“ R A C E  Y O U  T O  T H E  N E X T  T R E E ”
To utilise the psychology of landscaping to promote a more humane scale of play and prevent a more 
dominating and sterile architecture. 



 A sense of nostalgia, the longing of a memory. It is 
a certain place in this time and space, in this universe, or 
maybe the other. 

 How quaint, how faint, the memory of home; like 
books on a shelf, where we pick up  once in a while, and 
reminisce the old days. The pages would be dog-eared and 
worn, the edges browned, sheets stained with the reader’s 
hands’ sweat. Its corners creased from playing the pages for 
too long as one savours a line or two. 

 Pages half falling off the spine, barely holding it 
together. The paperback cover creased and crevised. Ink 
peeling off the paper, veining the title page.

 You read the same lines over and over again, almost 
memorising the familiar words, half predicting the words 
on the next line. The familiar vocabulary and grammar 
comforts you on a spiritually nostalgic level. Even the 
placement of words becomes all too familiar. Your eyes 
always dart to your favourite lines, like second nature.

 You close the book and put it back on the shelf. Even 
as you walk away, that faint feeling at the back of your heart 
never fades. Loitering around in some corner of your heart 
chambers, once in a while pulling on your heartstrings.

 It is a cathartic feeling, thought to be forgotten, but 
undoubtedly missed. It’s browned and burnt at its edges. It’s 
the way you reflexively order the same drink at the same bar. 
It’s a familiar street you used to walk past. 

 That is the nostalgia of home. 
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De"per an)lysi' in!o !he Apar!men! Al#ng a Par!y Wal( rev"aled a rela!ively equal 
ac*es'ib+li!y !o sunligh! fr#m ev"ry uni%. M#re#ver, !he shared c#r,id#r increase' !he 
p#s'ib+li!y #f a “chance "nc#un!er”. This c#uld al(#w a grea!er in!erac!i#n be!we"n !he uni!s 
as #ne has !o pas' by m#s! #f !he uni!s !o ge! !o ei%her !he main ver!ical circula!i#n #r !he 
s!rip #f c#r,id#r as wel(.. 
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Fragile
Futures

Political
Crisis

Political
Movements

Paris

December 2015

Moment of
international unity, in

Paris -- diplomatic
achievement

197 countries voted
unanimously

However, the year after
saw BREXIT and
Trump's election

happened.

Issue of fairness

Developed countries tell
developing countries to

deal with your shit
together �rst and then
talk to us about a deal

Many emissions come
from countries such as

India and China etc.

Risk was too great and
�ipped the agreement

Instead of dealing with
your shit �rst.

Collectively agree on a
goal and then come

back every 5 years and
discuss ideas.

Cons
Emissions have gone up

since Paris

Pros

Solutions and
mobilisations also gone

up

Reorganised economies
around the Paris

Agreements

Electric vehicles have
more than doubled

since

The in�uence and
infection of an idea that

creates a positive
momentum to create

something more
powerful.

Optimism is a stance

Anger and fear are also
drivers of political
movements and

historically has been
sparks and triggers to

signi�cant political
movements

10/10/2020
International

Congregation for
countries to collaborate

and discuss ideas to
help accelerate the
green movement

Conference of the
Parties

Key meeting of
countries coming

together in Glasgow (UK
in charge)

To get countries to
reach a big agreement

Social
Crisis

War

Racism

Immigration (lol.
BREXIT)

Environmental
Crisis

Greta's Movement

Crisis of our ability to
mediate the

accidentally by-product
of human activity

People most impacted
is the people who are
most helpless about it

Our generation is
becoming the most

impactful in the
movement to change

this effect.

Outsourced the
industrial production to
other countries: China,

India, Latin America

Their desire to develop
should be helped by
�rst world countries

who did this
outsourcing in the �rst

place

Reduce the carbon
emission per person per

capita

Mediate the carbon
emission per capita per
person internationally,

instead of
macroscopically --

Collectivism

Help to develop other
countries in terms of

industry and
technology.

E.g. Green energy and
technology.

These countries missed
out on the industrial
revolution that was
predominant in the

West

There's enough
unarbanised land on
the Earth to plant a
trillion trees. If that

happens, it can bring
the world back to what
it was back in the early

70s.

Media's in�uence
on the public (e.g.

TED)

Find and amplify voices
and solutions. Put it on
a damn global platform

and generate
momentum for these

causesWhat would happen if
you bring these groups
together and amplify

these voices
COUNTDOWN

COUNTDOWN the
emissions number that
is currently standing on

55 Gigatons of CO2
equivalent to 0

Bringing together
stakeholders:

politicians,
businessmen, social

activists etc. together

The unbelievable set of
assets they have will
make a great impact

Cities across the world
can be a driving force

Send a signal and
message

End the use of internal
combustion energy by

2030

Already happening
through normal

processes of economical
development, and will

completely end by 2040

YOUTUBE

They're a partner in
this. They have a great

reach to people and
especially the youth.

End the Internal
Combusion Engine (ICE)

Goal by 10 years

Can we in�uence people
to not buy ICE cars

Can we in�uence 50% of
car manufacturing

companies to increase
the acceleration electric
car replacements to the

normal ICE cars and
bring their due date to

2030 instead of later
2030s?

Can we engage
investors controlling

20-30 trillion dollars of
assets to engage

companies to
transition?

Can cities create zero
emission zones by a

certain date to increase
air quality?

UK: Work with G20 to
bring these goals into

fruition

The employees are
powerful. They can help

talk to bosses and
company managers to

boost this COUNTDOWN
effort.

Supply Chains

Built Environment

Company Meetings can
be held to discuss these

problems and
implement these

solutions

Local Communities:
Microscopic scale in
towns, villages and

schools can also make a
huge impace

Elevate the emotions of people about it.
Removing the depression and the helplessness
of the situation. Allows people to "get into the
trenches" and give people hope and a sense of

responsibility to the cause.

People have the power
to change

*Remember Harry
Baker's Paper People

poem?*

https://
www.youtube.com/

watch?v=Z94sQNlQge0

https://medium.com/poem-of-
the-day/harry-baker-paper-

people-c27c70ef2367

TED can generate a
different kind of

conversation

Governments can't phone up
Elon Musk to get people to do
something but Chris (TED) can.

TED can generate a social
movement on a human scale

and that is what countries and
governments are excited about

The outcome is worth
�ghting for.

Fight the level of
skepticism faced

internationally by
political leaders.

AIM: To spark a
movement and let's

fucking make a change.

Regreening
Project

Idea of living in a green
planetby 2050.

Countries understand
they need to double
down their national

regreening projects but
need funds.

How to accelerate?

Again... Social Media

YOUTUBE: MrBeast
35mil followers.

20million trees in 2
months and he did it in

2 weeks.

Human scale
engagement is
transformative.
Therefore, TED.

Raise everyone else's
game

Governments can
compete

Citizens can react and
collaborate

Globally cut emissions
into half, which means
more than half in the

West.

The aim is Net Zero
Carbon (Contra)

Socio-political Crisis

Terrorism Bombings

Bataclan Attack of 2015

The attack on Paris on
Tom Rivett-Carnac and
Christiana Figueres at

the train stations

People who are
vulnerable rise up.

That's when it is
effective.

That's what's
happening now with

the kids

Our generation can be
the one that makes the
greatest impact and is

it the one that is
affected greatest
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it was back in the early

70s.

Media's in�uence
on the public (e.g.

TED)

Find and amplify voices
and solutions. Put it on
a damn global platform

and generate
momentum for these

causesWhat would happen if
you bring these groups
together and amplify

these voices
COUNTDOWN

COUNTDOWN the
emissions number that
is currently standing on

55 Gigatons of CO2
equivalent to 0

Bringing together
stakeholders:

politicians,
businessmen, social

activists etc. together

The unbelievable set of
assets they have will
make a great impact

Cities across the world
can be a driving force

Send a signal and
message

End the use of internal
combustion energy by

2030

Already happening
through normal

processes of economical
development, and will

completely end by 2040

YOUTUBE

They're a partner in
this. They have a great

reach to people and
especially the youth.

End the Internal
Combusion Engine (ICE)

Goal by 10 years

Can we in�uence people
to not buy ICE cars

Can we in�uence 50% of
car manufacturing

companies to increase
the acceleration electric
car replacements to the

normal ICE cars and
bring their due date to

2030 instead of later
2030s?

Can we engage
investors controlling

20-30 trillion dollars of
assets to engage

companies to
transition?

Can cities create zero
emission zones by a

certain date to increase
air quality?

UK: Work with G20 to
bring these goals into

fruition

The employees are
powerful. They can help

talk to bosses and
company managers to

boost this COUNTDOWN
effort.

Supply Chains

Built Environment

Company Meetings can
be held to discuss these

problems and
implement these

solutions

Local Communities:
Microscopic scale in
towns, villages and

schools can also make a
huge impace

Elevate the emotions of people about it.
Removing the depression and the helplessness
of the situation. Allows people to "get into the
trenches" and give people hope and a sense of

responsibility to the cause.

People have the power
to change

*Remember Harry
Baker's Paper People

poem?*

https://
www.youtube.com/

watch?v=Z94sQNlQge0

https://medium.com/poem-of-
the-day/harry-baker-paper-

people-c27c70ef2367

TED can generate a
different kind of

conversation

Governments can't phone up
Elon Musk to get people to do
something but Chris (TED) can.

TED can generate a social
movement on a human scale

and that is what countries and
governments are excited about

The outcome is worth
�ghting for.

Fight the level of
skepticism faced

internationally by
political leaders.

AIM: To spark a
movement and let's

fucking make a change.

Regreening
Project

Idea of living in a green
planetby 2050.

Countries understand
they need to double
down their national

regreening projects but
need funds.

How to accelerate?

Again... Social Media

YOUTUBE: MrBeast
35mil followers.

20million trees in 2
months and he did it in

2 weeks.

Human scale
engagement is
transformative.
Therefore, TED.

Raise everyone else's
game

Governments can
compete

Citizens can react and
collaborate

Globally cut emissions
into half, which means
more than half in the

West.

The aim is Net Zero
Carbon (Contra)

Socio-political Crisis

Terrorism Bombings

Bataclan Attack of 2015

The attack on Paris on
Tom Rivett-Carnac and
Christiana Figueres at

the train stations

People who are
vulnerable rise up.

That's when it is
effective.

That's what's
happening now with

the kids

Our generation can be
the one that makes the
greatest impact and is

it the one that is
affected greatest
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MANIFESTO
THE LITTLE PRINCE  BY ANTOINE DE-SAINT EXUPERY

DONT BE TOO FOND 
OF NUMBERS

LOOK AFTER THE 
PLANET

DON’T JUDGE 
OTHERS BY THEIR 
WORDS, BUT BY 
WHAT THEY DO

THE IMPORTANT 
THINGS IN LIFE YOU 
CANNOT SEE WITH 
YOUR EYES, ONLY 
WITH YOUR HEART

IT IS THE TIME YOU 
GIVE TO SOMETHING 

THAT MAKES IT 
PRECIOUS

RELATIONSHIPS 
MAKE LIFE WORTH 

LIVING

AND FINALLY, 
REMEMBER TO LOOK 
UP AT THE STARS
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PERSPECTIVE VIEWS
ROUGH PERSPECTIVE VIEWS.

ISOMETRIC VIEW




